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Foreword

UNDER TITLE V, Guidance, Counseling, and Testing of
the National Defense Education Act of 10.58, the Congress
of the United States has recognized the value of tests as a
tool which may be used to help make an early determina-
tion of the aptitudes and abilities of the students in our
schools. This bulletin attempts to explain the use and
limitation of regularly administered tests. so as to enable
administrators, counselors and teachers to interpret better
their meaning to parents and students.

Participation of a student in a testing program and the
recording of the test scores on his cumulative record are
not sufficient. Each counselor or teacher who works with a
student, as well as the student himself, should know the
student's strong and weak points--the strong points in
order to develop them further, the weak ones ln order to
recognize limitations and to determine where extra effort
must be applied. Test results, properly interpreted, can be
of great assistance to all concerned with the instruction
of youth.

A companion publication, Understanding Testing, P141'-
pcses and Interpretations for Pupil Development, was is-
sued in 1960 (OE-25003). Both of these publications have
been prepared by the Guid.lnee and Counseling Programs
Branch.

ARTHUR L. HARRIS
Associate C9,nnzissioner
Bureau of Educational
Assistance Programs
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I. Introduction

I DENT I [CAT I ON OF HUMAN ABILITIES or aptitudes is not
easy. Tests can be helpful, but their result:3 alone will not provide
the information need "d to solve all problems or to answer all ques-
tions concerning abilities or future areas of occupational success.
Test scores can give suggestions as to a level of ability which may
:suggest areas of success, but it must be understood that even the
best predictor can only be considered as indicating "a likelihood
of success' or the odds in favor of success," For example, one
might say that a :Tull) with a certain score on a specified test
has three chances to one that he may suede cif as an engineer. How-
ever, this means also that there is still one chance in four that he
will fail in this particular area.

For many years teachers have designed a small number of tests
and administered them to their students in order to evaluate day-
by-day learning. Occasionally, some of these tests have been given
orally to only one student individually; some have bceu adminis-
tered to groups of students in only one or two classes. Today,
however, a standardized test ' or a battery of tests is frequently
administered to all of the students in a large number of classes in
several grades in a single school, or in all grades in every school
within a s7hool system, or within a politicol subdivision such as a
county or a State. To make the best use of the minutes or hours
scheduled for such standardized testing, there must be careful
preplanning by the teacher and cooperation by the student.

Periodic testing periods permit the student to evaluate his ac-
complishments, to determine possible weak points in one or more
areas, and to compare himself with the average for other students
of a similar grade or age. Availability of test scores soon after
the administration of a test

A tanitiirdireil Itt la A nn,ntinv ileiithe i,e a ,wir, hitihr It //an
I,. ear, full) retch with the rna-ter ,nhj,t,riatter theeinthht,
ae.1 eehnirian, It nut le ehrninitiii 1 under err rr ti ci ndithin+ and rated in a

1 eil/hell-nit-1,1 moaner. it 17111,t he int. I vetted in triM4 0,f the aphromiate e,tne ahieh
hate tern ehh a rIf C 0,4 V.J11 n of a i.pecifirii are or riiettth,nal fetch



2 INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS

1, Entourages the teacher to examine closely the current learning
level of the student so that the course of study may be adapted
to individual needs.

2. Permits the principal to ascertain the average class heel of the
students in his school so that he can determine if previ
ously established goals are being attained.

3. Helps the superintendent to obtain objective information which
may be used as a basis for research in curriculum development.

4. Suggests to school board members whether the curriculum is meet-
ing the needs of its students.

5. Provides objective data which can inform the commority of the
accomplishments of its students as compared with nationwide
averages of students in similar grades throughout the country.

It is sometimes said that a teacher after having a student in
class for several months can tell as much about his academic
ability as can be learned from the results of tests given at the be-
ginning of the fall term. However, it should not be necessary for
a teacher to wait a nun ber of weeks before acquiring the in-
formation necessary to continue instruction at a chile.'s current
learning level. Early objective test results are subject to im-
mediate verification by comparison with actual classroom accom-
plishment.

Relatively few teachers can recognize all the able individuals in
their classes. Russell and Cronbach referred to a study in which
a psychologist asked each of 6,000 teachers to name the "most
intelligent" child in his class. It was found that on the basis of
other evidence available about the child, only 15 percent of the
teachers made a correct choice. Of course, they may have
recognized other students with high potential, but they neverthe-
less failed to identify many of the best students.

Different teachers of the same subject have different grading
standards. It would be difficult to compare one student with
another from class to class or from year to year without using
some common measuring instrument. A well-constructed stand-
ardized test, properly administered, can reveal in a minimum
amount of time a great deal about a student's aptitudes, current
achievement level, or interests.

Results of tests given to all students in a grad . within a school
have proved useful, along with other information from the cumu-
lative record, as a means for grouping students with similar abil

Rusrell, Roger W. and Cronbath. Lee J. Report of Tertimony at Congreional Hearing
Ito the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare on Feb. 27, 19551. /he Airrrican
Nythotegirt 15: 511-220. March 1955.
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INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS 3

ties. Many school administrators believe that a teacher should be
aide to accomplish more witI his students if most of them have
about the same level of ability. Wi:h students at a similar level,
the teacher does not have to restrain the bright ones while drilling
the slow, or lose contact with the slow while trying to interest and
anticipate the sharper questions of the bright.

It is not to be inferred, however, that all of the same students
should be kept together for all classes because of the results of
one general aptitude test. In many situations, ;or example. it
might be best to separate the students in classes of arithmetic,
English, or science. Even though students may be roughly
grouped in the assignment to a particular class section, there may
still he a wide variation in ability within each class. It is at this
point that a careful analysis of test resi.lts would help the teacher
diagnose quickly the weak and strong points of each student.

The administration of tests is not an end in itself. Tests should
never be given simply for the sake of filling in the blanks on
a student's cumulative record card. Each test should be adminis-
tered for a specific purpose and used to help the student de:er-
mine his educational or vocational goals. The results of stand-
ardized tests can be helpful to the student, his parents, and his
teachers, as together they plan a worthwhile school program.



IL Development of a Standardized Test

IT WOULD BE DIFF ICULT to design a 40- to 90-minute test
which would cover completely any particular field of knowledge.
For example, how could a single 40-minute test include all that a
student should know about English literature? (It is not disputed
that in a few cases the test would provide a 100 percent sample of
the student's knowledge.) Or how could a teacher, in 90 minutes,
test for student understanding of all of the theorems of a plane
geometry course?

Tests as Samples
Since complete test coverage of a subject is not possible, it be-

comes necessary to take a sample of all possible items in a speci-
fied course or in a particular subject-matter area. This can be
done fairly well by a classroom teacher if he follows certain pro
cedwes during several succeeding semesters. However, a test
publisher has already completed such procedures when he has
constructed a standardized test designed to measure achievement
in a specified area. Further, the test publisher has spent many
months and thousands of dollars in completing the processes
necessary to make available a test which meets the consumer's re-
quirements for reliability, validity, and norms.

Construction of a Standardized Test
One of the advantages of a standardized test 1 is that a profes-

sional testmaker constructs it according to subject specifications
determined by a committee of experts iit :t particular subject. The
test agency selects these experts from the appl.opriatn academic
levelelementary, secondary, or college. This committee, after
examining numerous textbooks and courses of study from many
Parts of the country, determines those topics common to most of
the curricula for the particular subject and grade.

The committee develops a table of specifications, or predeter-
mined "skeleton' of topics, in outline form. it decides whr.,

McLa+ichlin Konn,th F. now iS a MI Fluilt? It, S. Office of Educalion.) rref,tlandinp
T trop, twrpoeca and Intm, khan% for fkril Dcriropen,nt. Wa4ingten: U.S. Gmern
men! minting Office, 1962. 10F,-250;:l p.
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6 INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS

proportion of items in the total test should be assigned to each
topic in order to give a reasonable balance, based upon the varying
and relative impor ance of the different subtopics. Members of
the committee and other specialists write a large number of test
items in the appropriate form to fit the predetermined outline.
Objective test items may appear in any one of a number of forms,
such as true-false, matching, or multiple-choice. For most sub-
jects the item writers put the items in a four-choice or live-choice
multiple form.

The committee sorts all related or similar items and uses its
best judgment to select the required items for each main topic or
subtopic of its outline. During this process the committee may as-
semble several parallel test forms.

Next, as a pretest or tryout, the testmaker arranges to adminis-
ter the test forms in representative schools to a sample cf students
of the age or grade for which the test is designed.

After scoring, thq committee analyzes each test iteni deter-
mine its difficulty; that is, the percent of students who marked
each it *n correctly. The committcc rejects any item which all
students mark correctly or incorrectly since it would have no
effect on the relative ranking of each student.

After placing the students' papers in order from high to low,
the committee selects a high and low group of papers, and checks
each item for its discriminating power; that is, the percent of
pupils with high total scores answering the item co;Tectly is com-
pared with the percent of low-scoring pupils choosing the correct
answer. If thr item is a good one (i.e. discriminates), more
students in the high group than in the low group should mark the
correct response.

Next, the committee checks to discover whether or not some of
the students in the sample chose each of the distractors, or in-
correct choices. If student, or a very small number, selected a
clistrF.ctor, a member of the committee writes a new one to use id
the next tryout of the item.

The committee selects the items which r .eet the required
standards of difficulty and discrimination and assembles the
needed final test forms. The testmaker then administers these
tests to a national sample of students and establishes national
norms.

If a teacher completes an analysis of the items on a stand-
ardized test, he will discover that in a small class some items may
not discriminate, and a few item:: may be too easy or too difficult.
Such information is a useful indicator of the coverage of his
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course as compared with other courses in the country. The real
teaching purpose of such an analysis, however, is to use the test
as a diagnostic instrument. The teacher discovers how many
students missed an item in a particular section of a course and
can reteach these concepts.

No classroom teacher has the facilities to complete all of the
steps of an item analysis before administering a test of his own
consti action to one of his classes for the first time. However, he
can make a table of specifications and write items to fit the pur-
poses of the course. After the first administration of the test, he
can also complete an item analysis on his test which will point
out the students' errors and will help the teacher improve test
items which he may use in future tests. Various methods for
obtaining item analysis information will be suggested in later
sections of this bulletin.

Because the curriculum for each particular subject may vary
from school system to school system, it is generally recommended
that, before a standardized test is selected for use in a school, a
comi,ittee of teachers in the subject-mItter area examine several
of th, available teas to determine which one most closely fits the
locus curriculum. If this is not done, test scores may not be as
high as expected. If the tests administered are too difficult, some
of the students may feel they are not progressing as they should,
and those with the lowest scores may have an unwarranted feeling
of failure and lack of progress. On the other hand, if the test is
too easy for the group, some students may receive such high
ratings that they may become overconfident.

The teacher and administrator must understand that the norms
Pccompanyi ng a standardized test may be based upon a population
which differs from that of their sc:lool. Whether or not this is
true may be determined by examining the test interpretation
manual.

Use of Test Results
Teachers and parents sometimes expect a test to diagnose all

difficulties or point out a well-defined road that the student can
follow until he reaches his goal. However, the road is more like
one found on ail ocean beach. One can see where many cars have
drivenbut the road is a wide one. Wien driving along one can
swing several feet to either side without difficulty and still b.
heading in the same general direction. Similarly, test results may
indicate a desired direction, but other available information must
be used to help determine the path which each student may follow

11



8 INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS

to reach his goal. A test score is one of the tools of guidance. It
must be used in association with other information concerning the
child's background, environment, st:engths, and weaknesses.



III. Intelligence, Mental Ability, or
Scholastic Apiitode Tests

THE PURPOSE OF intelligence, mental ability, or scholastic
aptitude tests is to provide an estimate of the ability of an in-
dividual to learn or to acquire understanding. It is sometimes said
that an individual who is high in abilities is capable, among
other things, of successfully coping with novel situations to which
he may be subjected. Because it is rather difficult to design tests
which will indicate the level of ability necessary to reason in new
situations, such abilities must be measu:ed indirectly by tests
which emphasize knowledge of vocabulary, skill in the disco "cry
of underlying patterns, and the ability to maoipulate both mathe-
matical or abstract symbols.

A group intelligence test, when administered properly, results
in a raw score which must be converted to a mental age (MA)
or to some other meaningful score for comparative purposes. The
mental age corresponding to each score is determined by first giv-
ing the test to large samples of students of the same chronological
age. Then the average score for each age is computed and a table
constructed so that the teacher can determine the mental age, in
years and months, corresponding to each test score. Note, how-
cver, that this averaging method for determining the MA scale
immediately suggests that the "true" MA of a particular student
might be a little higher or a little !owe-, than that indicated by the
table. That is, the teacher should not imply that in a group of
students of the same chronological age, a student with computed
mental age of 110 months actually has a higher mental ap tIvn a
student with a mental age of 108 or a lower mental age than one
with a mental age of 112. If another test were given, the mental
age order of these two students might be reversed. In other
words, the values obtained should be used like the 1/4-inch mark.;
of a carpenter's rule and not like the 1/100-inch rulings on the
micrometer of the machinist.

To compute the most commonly known IQ, or Intelligence
Quotient, one forms a ratio, or quotient, of the mental age (MA)
divided by the chronological age (CA)this quotient being multi-

9
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INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS

plied by 100 in order to eliminate decimal points. The preceding
statement may be written as follows:

IQMA-X100

Thus, if it is determined that a student has a mental age of 10
years, or 120 months, and his chronological age is also 120 months,
then the ratio of 120 divided by 120 is equal to 1. When this 1 is
multiplied by 100, one obtains the ratio IQ of 100. Thus:

ic1.11220c X100=100

Again, if a child happens to have a mental age of 132 months
and his chronological age is 120 months, then his IQ will be
greater than 100. In this case, it would be equal to 110. That is

IQ- 12X100X100=110

Further, a child with a mental ge of 96 months and a
chronological age of 120 months would have a below average IQ
of 80. That is-

96
1x 00=80IQ 120

The just descr;bed ratio IQ has several disadvantages which
have been highlighted by recent research. The ratio IQ is 'lased
upon the idea that a child's rate of mental development is lxed.
This has been found to oe untrue. Technical characteristics of a
scale related to the difficulties of the items used cause different
variabilities to occur at different ages. Finally, it has been sug-
gested that one should not apply the ratio IQ to persona over
age 13.'

The familiar individually administered Stanford-Binet IQ was
computed by the above ratio method and had a standard devia-
tion, or variability, of 16. (This means that if the average in-
telligence of the whole population is considered to be 100, then
the IQ's of the middle two thirds of the population would lie
within a range of values from 16 points below 100, i.e. 84, to 16
points above 100, i.e. 116.) The revised (1960) edition of this test
and some of the more recent intelligence tests have reported re-
sults in t'rms of "deviation IQ's." Under thi method the mean
score for a particular age has bccn considered to be an IQ of

Cronbaelh, Lee J. Easent; la of Porcholopire nit 61g. trl ed. New York. Harper &
&rot ,1160. p.
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INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS 11

100, and whatever MA falls at a position of one standard devia-
tion above the mean for each age ma; be converted to an IQ of
116, if there is a desire to establish a correspondence with the
Stanford-Binet. It all intelligence test scores were converted in
terms of deviation scores with a standard deviation of 16, there
would be less difficulty interpreting the many IQ's now appearing
in transfer students' cumulative records based upon different IQ
tests.

However, all of the intelligence tests developed by different
publishers have not been equated in terms of the above standard
score scale. Further differences in the meaning of IQ scores
occur because the norms are based upon different samples of the
population and give different mental ages. It is possible for a
pupil to have an IQ of, for example, 120 according to one test and
an IQ of 112 according to another. Another pupil might have an
IQ of 92 on the first of these same two tests, and an IQ of 100 on
the other. Thus, the counselor who uses these results, or interprets
them to teachers and parents, must always know the name of each
test used. He can then make his own mental correction or adjust-
ment so that the results become more meaningful. The counselor
should also know when each of the several IQ tests was given, so
that he can note discrepancies or expected differences which may
have occarred. Therefor e, the complete name of each test and its
date of admin;stration should always be entered in each student's
cumulative record. It would also be helpful to know whether the
test was administered by a teacher, principal, psychometrist, or a
school psychologist. Then, if there seems to be any discrepancies
between the test scores, the interpreter might immediately recog-
nize the source of unusual error.

Because of the misunderstandings which have arisen over the
meaning and use of the IQ, many schools are currently adminis-
tering scholastic aptitude tests rather than IQ or intelligence tests.
Results cannot be reported in terms of an IQ. The report of a
scholastic aptitude test is most often in terms of a percentile rank.
The percentile rank is the percent of scores in a national or local
distribution of scores which is equal to or lower than the score
corresponding to the given rank. Thus, if a student's percentile
rank on a test is 75, then his score is equal to or better than 75
percent of those scores made on the same test in either the r
tional or local distribution.

Most of the current scholastic aptitude tests include at least two
kinds of itemsverbal and quantitative. Sometimes some f the
quantitative items might be considered as verbal items because Ei-
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called arithmetic "story" problems are often included. Naturally,
the student must be able to read the problem in order to analyze
it and arris e at a solution. It is entirely possible that a student
who has a poor verbal facility and a high mathematical facility
might receive a lower score than. he deserves. However, most
tests of this type will give a verbal and quantitative score, as well
as a score based upon a composite of the two parts, so that the
area of strength or weakness may be determined or further ex-
plored.

Sometimes the statement is made that mental ability tests given
in the lower grades are not valid because the children-are too
young. However, it must be remembered that, in establishing the
norms for these grade levels, other children of the same ages
took the test under similar conditions. Thus, the results serve to
give a general idea of the capabilities of a student.

In most school systems where a planned testing program has
been established, it is customary for groups to take scholastic
aptitude or intelligence tests at regular intervals of 2 or 3 years.
In some schools, the same test or a higher level of the same test
series is used. In other schools, it is the policy to use a different
mental ability test at predetermined intervals.

16



IV. Achievement Tests

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS often serve as predictors of
future achievement, while achievement tests measure the actual
skills or subject-matter content acquired at any grade level. At
the elementary level, achievement tests measure the attainments
in the basic skills areas, such as reading, arithmetic computation,
map interpretation, and spelling. At the secondary level, achieve-
ment tests measure attainment in such areas as English, social
science, natural science, mathematics, and foreign languages.

By incorporating carefully graded materials, a number of the
available achievement test batteries cover a wide range of grade
levels, beginning at grade 3 or 4 and continuing through high
school or the freshmen year of college. Since it is difficult to cover
sati4actorily such a large grade range with a single test, a series
of tests has been developed in each subject, each test covering
several grades, such as grades 4 -6, grades 6-8, and f:o on. When
the grades tested are overlapped -.vith two tests, the teacher has
several choices. For example, if a teacher has an advanced 6th
grade, he might give a test covering grades 6-8; if the group is
slow, he may choose the test covering grades 4-6. Other achieve-
ment batteries cover either the elementary or secondary school
grades--but not both. If a school uses parallel forms of the same
battery at frequent intervalsthat is, annually or bienniallyit
is possible to observe the growth of the student in each of the
areas included in the battery.

Test results from a coordinated testing program are most im-
portant to the teacher as he tries to group his students, or to
discover the weaknesses of each student or of each class in the
various subject-matter areas. Summary record charts are often
available from the test publisher for recording certain combina-
tions of scholastic aptitude and achievement tests. These forms
may be designed to show a student's academic growth profile ui
to show class strengths or weaknesses. Similar charts can be
made by the school or by the teacher to ht the chosen tests. A
study of these charts by a test specialist or counselor may sug-
gesi irregularities which have occurred hi the administration of
the test. Fcr example, if all of the scores of an average class

13



14 INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS

seem to be much higher or lower than would be expected, one
might consider whether too much or too little time \.as permitted
for the tests, whether the teacher gave extra help to a class, or
whether a teacher failed to follow an important instruction for a
particular class.

Since achievement tests can be helpful to teachers, it is impor-
tant that such tests be selected with care. Before a final choice is
made, the test content should be compared with the appropriate
curriculum to determine whether the items included are covered
in the local program and would be fair to the students.

18



V. Scoring a Multiple-Choice Test

THERE ARE a number of ways to score a multiple-choice test,
whether it be a standardized test or a teacher-made test. One of
the earliest and most widely known methods for scoring a spe-
cifically designed 81/2"X11" answer sheet which has been marked
with an electrographic (current-conducting) lead pencil is by
means of the IBM 805 test-scoring machine. A punched answer
key, or matrix, which is inserted in the machine permits a small
unit current to flow for each correct answer marked by the
student. The bits of current are added to give a reading on a
meter dial which indicates the total number of correct answers.
If a special scoring formula is required, the machine, when
properly set, wil! automatically deduct a fraction of a point for
each incorrect answer.

New electronic scoring machines which are located in several
test-scoring centers require that the student make an opaque
mark in the required space on a different type of answer sheet.
Then an optical scanner, which "reads" these "spots," auto-
matically records the total number of correct answers. The
answers to as many as nine tests of a battery can be marked on
the two sides o4' special answer sheet, along with the student's
coded name. 1, -> machine will "read" the name and will score
these papers at the rate of more than 6,000 papers an hour. A
computer is used to determine the percentile or standard score
corresponding to each raw score.

Some test companies have developed answer cards which can
be scored by special mark-sensing machines or optical scanners.
Such machines have the test data available immediately for
further statistical analysis.

A number of new storing machines continue to appear on the
market. Since they are designed primarily to score teacher made
rather than standardised tests, these machines are small and in
some cases portable. In most eases, these machines will do only one
thinggive a total raw score. Thus, it is not pos ible for the
teacher to complete an item analysis with them which will permit
the use of the test results for diagnostic purposes.

One portable test-scoring machine weighing less th'in 25 pomids

35
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16 INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS

uses a "porta-punch" type card hand-punched by the student. The
operator is required to note visually the "number right" indicated
by a counter mounted on the front of the machine and to write
this number on the answer card before clearing the machine to
score the next card.

Arn:ther type of scoring machine is the size of a duplicating
machine and weighs 50 pounds. It operates automatically to score
up to 200 new-type answer sheets for one loading of the machine.
Special lead pencils are not required to mark the answer sheets.
The number of wrong answers and omitted questions is printed
automatically on the answer sheet and the questions which are
missed are automatically marked on each paper. The number of
questions missed by an entire class is recorded on a counter.

Although there are a number of machine procedures for test
scoring, one should not neglect several of the simplest procedures
which can be used when necessary with both standardized and
teacher-made testshand scoring. There are several kinds of
hand-scoring answer keys which clay be usedsuch as the fan
(or accordion) key, strip key, and cut-out key. Each of these
keys is designed so that, if properly adjusted, the correct response
for each question will appear near the designated answer space
on the student's paper. The teacher can then make an accurate
comparison of the answer key ami the student's responses.

It is possiole to punch out a blank scoring card, or matrix, to
fit an answer sheet, whether it is homemade or purchased. If it is
a standardized test, it is often possible to take the punched key
which is provided for machine-scoring purposes and US.: it for
hand scoring by placing it over the answer sheet and counting
the correct answers. (NOTE: Some tests which have many sub-
parts may require one set of keys for machine scoring and a
different set of keys for hand scoring.) Counting correct marks
by 2's, that is, 2, 4, 6, 8, is quicker than counting each correct
response singly. For large scoring jobs an inclined scoring frame
to hold the key and answer sheets will speed the process.
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VI. Accuracy of Test Results

COUNSELORS AND TEACHERS who interpret test scores
must remember that a test scofo does not represent a precise point
on a scale. One must think of the wide mark made by a stub pen-
cil, or an even larger interval or band, as representing the region
which one is certain includes a student's "true" test score. By a
"true" test score one means a number which would represent
exactly the level of ability or achievement which a test is sup-
pused to measure. It is impossible to ever fine this "true" score.
However, one can be reasonably certain, with known probability,
that an obtained score does not differ from the "true" score by
more than a certain amount.

The uncontrolled or chance "error" whiel, is inherent in test
scores is referred to as the "standard error of measurement."
This means that if it were possible to administer the same test to
a student several times, without any learning occurring in be-
tween, his test scores would vary by several points. Therefore,
one becomes somewhat concerned as to how well a particular test
score is an estimate of a student's true score. This information
should be included in tables in the publisher's manual which ac-
companies each test. Some publishers show, for the same test, a
different standard error for various parts of the score dis-
tribution.

Consider an illustration of the interpretation of the standard
error of measurement as it relates to the bell-shaped distribution
called the "normal" curve. The key to understanding the mean-
ing of the standard error of mea-!. cement is to note that one de-
termines the probability that the obtained score of a student does
not miss its true value by more than a certain specific amount.
In ever larger intervals, one determines this probability by
multiplying the standard error of measurement by -±-1, ±2, ±5/2
and applying values derived from a normal probability table. For
example, suppose that a student's true score on a test is 75 and
the standard error of measurement is 4. According to the normal
probability tabfa, the chanecs in this case are approximately 2.
out of 3 that the obtained score dot,: not miss its true value by
more than 4 points. The obtained score of the student would
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18 INTERPRETATION OF TEST P,;SUUS

be somewhere in the range of 71 to 79; i.e., 75-1X4 =71 to
75+1x4=79. The chances are approximately 19 out of 20 (or
approximately 95 out of 100) that the obtained score lies within
the range of 67 to 83; i.e., 75-2x4=67 to 7.5+2x 4=-83. Finally,
the chances are approximately 99 out of 100 that the obtained
score lies within the range of 65 to 85; i.e., 75---5/2X4=65 to
75+5/2x4=85. In most cases, however, it is sitificient to con-
sider only the range of scores between plus and minus one
standard error of measurement. in the usual situation, the raw
score of the student is the best estimate of the true score. Thus,
if the student's raw score is 75, as in the above example, we
would say that the chances are 2 out of 3 that the true score
would lie between 71 and 79, and so on.

In considering the standard error of measurement in terms of
percentile ranks, one would generally have a numerically Larger
interval, or band, than that indicated by the standard error in
terms of raw-score units. The percentile band will have the
greatest width at the center of the score distribution, where there
is the largest number of cases, and will be narrower toward the
ends of the distribution. Continuing with the preceding example,
suppose that a raw score of 75 corresponds to the 60th percentile,
than the percentile band for crie standard error above and below
the score would be approximately from 48 to 71. For a raw score
of 85 which corresponds to a percentile of 84 the percentile band
would be from 76 to 90.

The magnitude of the standard error of measurement must be
computed for each test. In some tests it may he five or six raw-
score points. In others, it may be only a point or two. Its value
depends upon the reliability of the test, which is determined and
presented by most publishers, arA the variability or standard
deviation of the test scores. If, for the same class, two test-score
distributions were equally variable, the standard error of measure-
ment would be smaller for the test v:hich is more reliable.

By using the standard error of measurement, the teacher or
counselor examining the test results may knew the range, or band,
of possible ability or achievement suggested by each score on the
test. For this reason, each teacher should read the test interpreta-
tion section of the manual which accompanies each test. Most
test publishers have taken great care to comyute and communicate
the standard error of measurement for each test or subtest. Other
information which will make test results more meaningful, such
as prediction table, intei correlation matrices, and sample appl:ra-
lir ns, is also often included in the manual.
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INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS 19

Additional error'', in scores may be introduced in administering
the test if the administrator does not read th° manual and follow
its crucial instructions. Fe,: example, the teacher must adhere
exactly to prescribed time limits and must continually proctor the
students during the testing period. When a test specialist or
counselor notices that most of the test scores of a class appear
to be much higher or lower than expected, tve should check im-
mediately with the test administrator to determine any irt,gul"ri-
ties in test administration which cou'd affect the students' scores.

Another source of error is inaccurate scoring. Trained clerks
are generally more accurate than teachers. For tests which must
be scored by hand, every test paper should be independently
scored twice, preferably by a different person each time. When
the tests are scored by the IBM test-scoring machine, it is recom-
mended that at least every tenth paper be checked a second time.
Some scoring services perform the operation twice on different
machines. Scoring by means of the new high-spe"11 electronic
machines is fantastically accurate.

Additional errors may occur during the conversion of a raw
score into a more meaningful score, such as a percentile or a grade-
equivalent. Such computations must be double-checked. Hand-
transcription errors to cumulative or other records must be
eliminated, or at least diminished, by double-checking all entri ?s.
Although high-speed electronic scoring procedares mu reduce
errors of scoring and norming to a rmrimum, scores entered by
hand in the cumulative record must be checked unless individual
score reports are available on the recently developed pressure-
sensitive press-on labels as part of the scoring machine high-speed
printer output.

In sum.nary, before teachers, counselors, or administrators be-
gin the interpretation of recorded test scores, they must have
confidence that, ex( -ipt for known error, no additional errors have
been introduced into the test results because of improper ad-
ministration, inaccurate scoring, failure to read the appropriate
norm tables, or the incorrect transcriptior. of scores so permanent
cumulative record folders.
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VII. Analysis of Class Achievement

A TEACHER OR COUNSELOR knows that standardized test
scores are only a portion of the many systematically recorded bits
of information and observations concerning the ability and
promise of a student, These data are available in the cumulative
record folder of each student.

Individual test scores may be internreted in terms of national
norms. or local norms which may be based upon a class, a single
sithool, of a complete school system. For maximum effectiveness,
bah standardized and teacher-made tests should be analyzod as
soon af the scores are available.

By the analysis of standardized and teacher-made test results,
a number of questions similar to those given below can be
answered:

Is the student working up to the level of his ability?

What is the probability of student success for different subjects at the
next grade level?

What kinds of items are missed most freoently on standardized tests?

What are the most common misconceptions or most frequent student
errors in each class in the main divisions of each curriculum?

How can the teacher determine his best test items and the ferns and
content of those items which need to be changed in &rder to give a
better evaluation of each student?

There are several proceduresscattergram analysis, prediction
tables, error analysis, and item analysiswhich can help the
counselor or teacher to answer such questions. Each of these sug-
gested procedures can be completed in a, reasonable amount of
time and may be appl'ed to either standardized or teacher-
made tests.

Scat lergram Analysis
Two-way charts, or scattergrams, for a class are constructed to

picture for each student his relative score position (a raw score,
scaled score, or percentile rank or grade) with respect to any two
of She following items:

21
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22 INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS

1. A scholastic aptitude test.
2. An achievement test.

!I. A term or semester grade for a course in which he is currently
enrolled.

4. The class grade or test score of the student at a later time in his
school career.

A scholastic apti`ude test often includes subscores of verbal
ability and quantitative ability as well as a total score. One of
the, scores is often plotted on a chart along with another score
or grade made by a student. The pairs of test scores for a num-
ber of studt.nts can be plotted sn tile same chart. For example,
one could plot the verbal portion cf an aptitude test together with
the test score on an English or social sc,ence test or with a grade
received in either of these subjects.

Similarly, the quantitative score of the aptitude test can be
plotted together with a test score or grades in arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, or one of the sciences. Each teacher would ordinarily
plot only those scattergram, related to his own teaching field or
to a subject with which many students in his homeroom class may
be having difficulty. The counselor, on the other hand, can use the
appropriate charts from the different fields vhen he talks with
teachers, students, or parents.

The method for constructing a scattergram can be illustrated
briefly. On large-squared graph paper, draw a vertical line near
the left side of the paper superimposed on one of the printed
rulings: draw a horizontal line near the bottom of the sheet
joining the vertical line. These two lines, intersecting at right
angles at the lower left-hand corner, are called the axes.

The scores for one type of test (e g an aptitude test) can
be plotted with respect to one axis while scores for a second type
of test with which the first is being compared (e.g., an achieve-
ment test) can be plotted v.ith respect to the other. While it
does not matter with respect to which axis either of the two sets
of scores is plotted, one type of score should be consistently placed
along either the horizontal or vertical axis only. If the deci-
sion iz to plot scholastic aptitude scores along the horizontal
axiswhether verbal, quantitative, or totalthen subject-matter
achievement test scores would be represehted along the verti-
cal axis.

As an example, assume that percentiles are available for each
student on the verbal portion of a scholastic aptitude test and an

The same reneral procedure would be folk red If the dee were aunnieble In raw !fort!,
n11!(..1 etardard nor.. or r!!. c7radee.
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INTERPRETATION OF TEST RES'JLTS 23

achievement test in English.' Beginning at the poi::t of intersec-
tion of the two axes, mark off the decile (tens) points along each
axis. Percentiles on the horizontal axis then proceed from the
lowest on the left to the highest on the right, while percentiles on
the vertical scare will rise from the lowest to the highest.2 Heavy
rulings mark the 50th percentile on each ax;s.
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Figure I. Method for Plotting Poirt of Petctntilet on a Seotfergrarn

There are several ways to plot the pairs of scores. One method
of tabulating the numerous pairs of scores of the students in a
large school, or several classes togettwr, is to make a tally mark
( ') in the appropriate square for each pair of scores. Three
pairs of percentiles are plotted in figure 1. Since student 1 has a

If trade, are to he recorded in.teal of percentile., the lorce.t trade. an F or a number
should be place., at the loterrecion of the axes or zero po.ition. Letter trades on

the h,rizonlal most be Oared in the order 1) C it . th t t`e inter] relations
may apply which .r. augge.ted f,,r scattererarn, presented In term. of percentile.
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percentile of 41 on the verbal aptitude test and 65 on the English
test, a tally (/) is made in tha square which lies at the intersec-
tion of the vertical column between 40 and 50 and the horizontal
column between 60 and 70. The plotted percentiles of student 2
are 75 on the verbal test and 95 on the English test. The plotted
percentiles of student 3 are 10 and 20. (NOTE: The arbitrary
rules are applied by which ore plots a percentile which falls on a
vertical line in the column to the right and a score which falls on
a horizontal line in the row abore the line, i.e., the scores 0-9,
10-19, etc., are plotted in the same column.) Such a scattergram
presents a good picture of the relationships between the two tests
for a large group of students.

For a smaller group, such as a single classroom, alother method
may be used (figure 2). If all of the students in a class are listed
-lphabetically and assigned a number, then it is possible to
identify each plotted position on the chart by placing the ap-
propriate number beside it. In .9orne classes indicating the sex
of the student in each position may be of interest. This can be
done in any one of several ways:

1. Make a square for a male and a circle for a female.

2. Assign odd numbers to the males :.ltd even numbers to I, t 7.rnrIes.

3. Record the numbers In color rode--blues for males at.4 red for
females.

Method 1 (used in figure 2) permits the addition of another
piece of useful information to the scattergram, namely, the
teacher's grade at the last marking period or at the end of the
semester. As shown in figure 2, one can have the following visible
information on the chart for each position: a number coded to
the student, the sex of the student, a percentile on each of two
tests, and a teacher's grade.

A diagonal line has been drawn in figure 2 from the lower
left-hard corner to t'ie upper right-hand corner indicating points
where a student's verbal scholastic aptitude and English achieve-
ment percentiles are appro) imately the same. That is, a student
whose plotted scores lie on this line would have such percentile
scores as 25 on the verbal and 25 on the achievement test in
English or 72 on the verbal and 72 on English, and so on. If each
pair of scores were the same for each student, a statistician
would say that there is a perfect positive relationship or a correla-
tion of 1.00. This rarely occurs in practice.

In figure 2 a band is formed by drawing a dotted line on each
side of the diagonal and parallel to it. Although the exact loca-
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lion of these lines would vary somewhat with the tests or other
measures used, the band plotted here suggests that considera-
tion must be given to the fact that all scores may be subject to
uncontrolled errors.

For example, a student who scores in the lower quarter of the
class in scholastic ability may also score in the lower quarter of
the class on the achievement test. Such a student is female No. 14
in figure 2. Since these twc scores lie within the band and are of
approximately the same magnitude, her achievement would be
interpreted as consistent with her ability. In fact, any student
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Nhosc scores fall within the band can be considered as working
at the expected level of achievement. Similarly, a student who
ranks high on one test would be expected to rank high on the
other, for exan pie, female No. 2 in figure 2.

Students who are below the error band, such as No. 4 and No.
13, are probably underachievers. When sty 'nits are under-
achieving, they should be referred for counseling and some at-
tempt made to find the causes of the difficulty. Sometimes the
student may have been ill and missed certain fundamental lessons.
Since succeeding assignments assume knowledge of these basic
materials, the student fails to accomplish current requirements
and falls further and further behindas shcwn by an achieve-
ment test. Of course, the teacher should try immediately to dis-
cover and to correct such difficulties.

Note that No. 4, who is high in verbal ability and low on the
English achievement test, received a "D" at the last marking
period. She is in the top sixth of her class in verbal scholastic
ability but is only operating in the lower part of the bottom
quarter of the class on a related English skill. Perhaps this stu-
dent needs special help to improve this skill. On the other ham?,
it may be that she has -)t. applied her apparently high verbal
ability to school tasks and merely needs more encouragement and
challenge to get down to work. Or, perhaps, some other difficulty
can be discovered in an interview with her. The scattergram
does not identify the specific difficulty a student may have, but
it often calls attention to students who have problems.

Students in the upper left-hand section of figure 2 (No. 5 and
No. 8) above the error band are often considered to be "over-
achievers," if it is possible to accept the the idea of a child
"overachieving." As Froehlich and Hoyt have suggested, "it
must be recognized that the term 'overachiever' is a relative con-
cept, for no one exceeds his carbilities in achievement. As used
in this discussion, it connotes that a student is achieving rela-
tively better than others in the group with like capacity. "'

Overachievement may occur when a student devotes an unusual
amount of time and effort to schoolwork outside of school to meet
certain classroom standards. Sometimes the question arises
whether or not this should be encouraged if the child's health
is being affected. Perhaps the child is trying to compensate for
lack of acceptance among his peers by excelling in his lessons.

Frohlich Clif!..rd r. and Hoyt, litenetll ll. Guidancr Trotirp and Other Padden/ Ap
prairal Crp, rt for Tra-Irn end Coartclorg 34 ed. Chicago. Science Ftelcarch Ageociate4.
196,11. 1. 16::. 16.1.
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There may be a personality problem which needs attention. Or
the youngster may be highly motivated to achieve because of air
overwhelming interest in a given area. Again, it must be em-
phasized that the scattergrarn will not solve a problem, but will
call attention to problem areas.

In some class situations it may be helpful to know whether
there is a difference in the aptitudes and accomplishments of
boys and girls. Color coding or the uEe of visible symbols
could make such information readily available. In figure 2, a
square is used to indicate a male student and a circle a female
student. One might discover that the boys are doing better in
science than the girls, with one or two exceptions; or the girls
may excel the boys in art, but one boy may be better than the
best girl in the art class.

The inclusion of the grades with the test scores in figure 2
can point up some special problems. Why did No. 3, a boy, receive
a C, when he seems to have a high aptitude for English and does
well on the achievement test? Does he have personality charac-
teristics which clash with the teacher? Or his peers? Does he
cause trouble in class? Does his grade include a number of licit-
academic components other than measures of English accom-
plishment?

Or the other hand, why did student No. 12, a girl, who i below
the median, or s'.0th percentile, in scholastic ability and in the
lowest quarter in English achievement, receive a grade of B? Did
she really do unusually well during the last marking period be-
cause of long study hours, or were other, nonacademic, factors at
work here?

It is not to be inferred from these questions that students
should be graded on the basis of test scores alone. Certainly,
daily work, class participation, and the quality of class projects
must be included in the term mark. However, the teacher should
be aware of such grading discrepancies when they occru

Prediction Tobles
The scattergram method is particularly useful as the basis for

developing a prediction table for the probable success of students
in a particular subject or ft r their probable total grade-point
average in succeeding grades. As more cases are accumulated
which may be used in deriving a prediction table, the better will
be the prediction.

When one begins to develop prediction tables, pairs of vaiiieQ
are needed. These pairs may consist of two tez-t scores, is o
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grades, or a test score and a grade. Often such pairs of values are
available for only a limited number of students. In such a situa-
tion, the first derived results must be used with caution and with
au awareness that there is always a certain amount of error as-
sociated with tables of this type. However, it is helpful to have
some information from which one can gain insight.

Ordinarily, in any one school the students of a particular grade
are very similar to those who have passed through the school in
the preceding 2 or 3 years or who will be enrolled in the following
years. This assumption is fundamental in the construction and
the use of prediction tables. Thus, it is important that new tables
be ccnstructed each year to include the most recent class upon
which information is available. As the results of later tab -.3 are
based upon larger numbers of students, the percent of probable
success will tend to stabilize. This will be obvious because the
prediction percents in each square, or cell, of the table may
shirt only a few points or not at all. If the character of the
student population in a particular school changes because nf
econc nit: or other reasons, new tables must be immediate/It com-
puted based upon this new group.

It is impossible to compute probability tables to be used to
guide those students in the present ninth grade As they prepare
for tenth-grade work, unless comparable information is available
on the class currently enrolled in the tenth grade, which is the
same class which was enrolled in the ninth grade last year. If one
were considering grade-point averages, this class must have al-
ready completed the tenth grade and the final grades must have
been entered on the cumulative record cards.

As an example, suppose that two grade-point averages are
available for each of 50 students in the same school for the ninth
grade and the tenth grade. The counselor desires to know the
probability of a student in the ninth grade with a certain
grade point average achieving success in his tenth-grade work.
Since the identification of which student made a certain average
is not of interest, the first step is to make tallies indicating
the pairs of averages for e.ch student in the appropriate
block or cell. These tallies may be replaced by a single summary
number in the proper cell, as shown in part "A" of figure 3. The
ninth-gra& average appears in the center of this table. The
totals in the left-hand column labeled "row sum" and in the
lowest row labeled "column sum" indicate the total number of
cases in each row or column. The number "50" in the lower
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left-hand outside corner is the sum of the rows or columns and
provides a check on the number of entries.

A"
10th grade lOtn 0rade

NUMBER
with each grade average

9th

grade
overage

PERCENT

with each grade average

Row

5 UM
F D C B A F D C B A

Total
row

percent

5 2 3 A 40 60 100

10 3 6 1 C 30 60 10 100

20 1 4 10 5 C 5 20 50 25 100

10 2 3 5 0 20 30 50 100

5 2 2 I F 40 40 20 100

501 5 9 19 13 4 Column
sum

151Jrn of row or column sums. Grcde average

F 0.00 -0.50
D = C.51 - 1.50
C = 1.51 -2.50
B = 2.51 - 3.50
A = 3.51 - 4.00

figure 3. tcpectancy Table for Predicting the Probability that o Student with o
Certain GmdePoint As male in the Ninth Grade Will Obtain a Certain
GradePoint Average in the Tenth Grade

The appropriate vow sum is used as the divisor to determine
the percents placed in corresponding cells in part "B" of figure 3.
For example, the 2 under B in the top row of "A" is divided
by the 5 and multiplied by 100 to give 40 percent. That is,
2 5x100=407, . 40 is entered in the first row under 13 in part
"6" of figure 3. Then the 3 under A in the first row of "A" is
divided by 5 and multiplied by 100 to give 60 percent. That is,
3/5x100=60%. The C. is entered under A in the first row in
part "B". The sum of 40 phs 60 gives 100, as indicated in the
"total row percent" column. This nurn'Jer indicates that all per-
cents for this row are probably correct. In the second row from
the top of "A", the row sum is 10. Similar computations may be
made as before. Thus, 3 10x10030r, hic h is entered under C
in the second row of part "B". And so on. The right-hand column
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totals of part "B" all add to 100 percent for each row, which
serves as a check.'

Part "13" of figure 3 is read as follows: If a student made an A
in the ninth grade, the chances of making an A in the tenth grade
are 60 out of 100, the chances of making a B are 40 out of 100,
and the chances of making a B or better are 60+40, or 100
chances in 100. If a student made a C in the ninth grade, the
chances of earni.ig an F in the tenth grade are 5 in 100; of
making a I) are 20 in 100; of making a C are 50 in 100; of making
a B are 25 in 100 (or 1 chance in 4) ; of making a C or better is
50+25 or 75 in 100 (or 3 chances out of 4) ; etc.

A table similar to that just described could be constructed by
any counselor on the basis of high school grade averages of all
college-going seniors from his school who have completed 1 college
year and for v. horn first-year college-grade averages are available.
(The high school grade average would be represented 'y the
middle column between "A" and "B".) One must recognize the
inherent inaccuracy of such a table whin one combines college
freshmen grade averages from many different schools with
varying standards. Part of this error can be eliminated, however,
by constructing a table based upon those students who have
entered and remained in a single nearby college.

It is possible to construct any number of related scattergrams
such as English grades in high school versus English grades in
college, or English test scores in the tenth grade in high school
versus the course gradra in college freshman English, or the
grades in high school mathematics versus the grades made in
the college freshman mathematics course. A study of such rela-
tionships might suggest curriculum changes to the school staff
or course changes for students in a college-preparatory curri-
culum.

Similar tables based upon scattergrams could be produced by
the registrar or admissions officer of a university or college in
order to predict a college grade-point average on the basis of
high school grades or scores on required admissions tests. With
such n procedure, if would be possible to accumulate data on a
number of different high schools and to predict the probability
of success for students from each high school. Such tables could
be constructed annually so that the information for each school

In actual litactke, tire tound file% cell entry to the Lirrett percent. In this
rase. the t,,IsI tow pet-rent may beciiirrie 99 or 101, unlr.1 arbitrary adIurtmenta are made
so that the total la IOC. In traldni such adjuatments a change in the lamest percent value
'oriole? rive one les.er retatisr et ror. For aslant-0e. cliost from SS to ES eathcr than front
a 4 I, art.
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would be current and any changes or trends could be noted. A
table based upon the data accumulated for several years could be
developed and should be more stable than the data based upon a
single year. It would be a service for the high school counselor if
the college would circulate such tables to each high school for
which a table is constructed. With the automatic data processing
equipment now available in many institutions of higher educa-
tion, such tables as the foregoing would be relatively easy to de-
velop. Some of the college admission testing programs are now
making available such information to the high schools and to the
institutions of higher education.

Some high schools and many universities give orientation
period tests to all entering students. These test results can be
related to freshman grade-point averages or to specific course
grPdes. Such deriver predictions of high school or college success
should be made available to the appropriate counselors.

A collection of probability or prediction tables of the types
suggested here would be most helpful to the high school counselor.
He could use them to help a student become aware of his proba-
bility of success at a particular college. It is possible that a
student who would be at almost the bottom of his entering class
at one of the highly selective private universities could well be
at the middle or much above average in his class It another in-
stitution. The student should then be able to make an "educated
guess" as to the school where he has a good chance of being
admitted and where he would be challenged to do his best work.

Error Analysis Made Outside of the Classroom
Most standardized achievement tests are designed to cover a

rather broad area of a subject-matter field. A diagnostic test, on
the other hand, is constructed so that certain important sections
of the subject are covered a number of times from different points
of view in an attempt to define specific areas of deficiency. In-
struction in such areas can :hen be emphasized further by the
classroom teacher. it is often possible, however, to use an achieve-
ment test for diagnostic purposes. The procedure described here
can also be used with a teacher -made test.

The principal function of an error analysis is to obtain a sum-
mary picture of the items missed most frequently by the class. At
the same time, it is possible to note which students miss or omit
certain types of items.

In setting up the table of errors, a teacher should examine each
test item in order to determine the topic being covered. The time

r) 4
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needed to determine the topic for each test item can be shortened
by having several teachers work together. For some standardized
tests it is possible to use the analysis of items which the publisher
may have included with the administration manual, the answer
key, or the interpretation manual. At least one publisher includes
a short topical description with a carbon-marked duplicate answer
sheet designed for the teacher's and student's use. At least one
test-scoring firm includes an error analysis as one of its service
options. By means of currently available electronic data-proc-
essing systems, it would be possible to group the analysis of
similar test items in adjoining columns on the report sheet.

If a teacher must design his own table of errors, he may find it
helpful to identify groups of related item numbers by using a

Question
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Figure 4. Toble Showing Errors Mode on o Test of Arithmetic Concepts
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color code or light shading. In figure 4 which represents part
of a tf,ble of errors, one group of related items has been shaded.

The "Error total" column on the right side of the table in-
dicates how many questions were marked incorrectly by the stu-
dent while the "Omit total" column indicates how many items were
not attempted. Since the teacher is aware of the amount of time
allotted for a test and whether or not each student had ample time
to complete the test, he can judge whether omitted items are an
indication of zt lack of knowledge or a :shortage of time. Since
the total number of correct items is recorded on the student's
answer sheet, it is not necessary to indicate the total number of
correct items. This total could be easily obtained by subtracting
the error total plus the omit total 1 rom 'lumber of questions
in the test. Since the total:: given in figure 4 are for a complete
table, the reader may not he able to verify all totals.

The "Errors- row at tI bottom of the table indicates the
number of students missing each question. For example. 15
students of this class of 36 students missed item 5 on averaging
and 3 students omitted it. A relatively few students missed the
other items on averaging questions 3 awl 36. However, 8 students
omitted question 36. As a teacher one would be concerned because
of the large number of errors in question 5 and the number of
omits for question 36.

Questions 34 and 35 are c iit here since more than half
of the class tried the items and missed theni, while a number of
others decided to omit themespecially item 34. There are
several possible explanations. First, the topics were difficult for
the students. Second, these topics had not yet been presented. but
were to be included later in the course. This latter explanation
may be especially true if a standardized test is administered early
in the fall or in the middle of the school yuir, or if this test is con-
structed to cover the work of several years.

With an analysis such as that suggested by figure 4, the teacher
can quickly determine the areas of strength for the class and
the most commonly missed items. Students with common areas
of weakness can be given special instruction in small groups.
There should 1), a minimum amount r class time spent discussing
questiors nil. -std by only a few students. Questions on previously
presented concepts which were missed or omitted by a large num-
ber of students must be examined again. However, items which
anticipate topics to be developed in a later part of the course
should be considered at the appropriate time.
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Error Analysis Made Inside the Classroom
Paul h. Diederich suggests that an error analysis of a test can

be done during classroom time by having each pupil watch a
paper other than his own.5 If the teacher is only interested in an
overall "error analysis," i.e., in how many pupils chose any one
of the wrong responses to a test question, then the teacher only
needs to call out, "Item 1, `b' is the correct answer. Each of you
holding a paper in which item 1 was missed, raise your hand."
Then he, or a class monitor, can quickly count the raised hands,
record the number beside the test question, and proceed to the
other questions. Thus, in a few minutes, the items missed by the
greatest number have been identified. After the papers a,e re-
turned to the students, the teacher can quickly go over those
questions which were missed most often and explain why they
are incorrect.

Item Analysis Methods
There are several methods for analyzing objective test results

which make it possible to determine one or more of the follow-
ing points:

1. Diffi(,,ity of an itemThe percent of the students of the class
answering the question correctly.

2. Discriminating poier of the correct answerThe capacity of an
item to distinguish between good and poor students; the percent of
the highest scoring students answering the question correctly as
compared with the percent of the lowest ranking students answer-
ing he question correctly.

Eql vf it arse of each response for each test itemThe number of
students selecting each response (each response should be chosen
at least once).

4. Id.t,r fication of each student making a correct or incorrect choice
io each item -- Permits an individually designed correcth e pro-
ccdui e for each student.

In a few schocl systems it is now possible to carry out an item
analysis entirely by means of an attachment to a testscoring
machine or by the use of automatic data processing .quipment.
In other schools where such services are not available it may be
necessary to use other methods. In fact, much student interest
may he ;iyoucat lw carrying out such oced wes during the class-
room pttiCii WI n the scored papers are returned. It has been
found that pul,ils at all grade levels, from the primary grades

P'crTf iirh 1 14 Strtf,,ti,J for TrArA,0,77.11- flf.. Frinect., N J. E1!,..
Ear,Ati, alrf S, 1?0,
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through graduate school, cooperate willingly. The students are
interested in learning how many of their peers missed each item,
why they made an incorrect choice. and the best answer for each
question. If such an analysis has been completed for the teacher's
own objective test, he immediately has information which can
assist him to improve his test items for future use. He can then
Ladd up a test file of items of a known quality and difficulty
which will discriminate between his good and poor students.

"High-Low" Aralysis.For some tests the teacher will find it
helpful to use the classroom procedure which Diederich calls a
"high-low" type of item analysis.'' This method wilt reveal both
the difficulty and the discriminating power of each item.

To det.n.mine the discriminating power of all item, it is neces-
sary to split the class into two sectionsthose with high scores
and those with low scores. The separation point is the middle or
median score for the class. To find the median score the follow-
ing steps arc necessary. Determine the range of scores of the
class, that is, the highest and lowest scores, and record them at
the ',op and bottom of the blackboard. Write all possible scores
occurring in this interval in a column, beginning with the highest
score at the top of the board and continuing to the lowest. Divide
the number of class members by two to determine how many
papers must be tabled in order to find the middle one. Beginning
with the highest score, ask how many students made each score
and record the results. As soon as the cumulative total number
of papers equals half the class, the middle score can be determined
without completing the distribution of scores.

If there are several students' papers at this middle score, col-
lect these papers first. Then collect all papers in two groups
those above the middle score and those below. Distribute all
papers above the r. "(Han score on one side of the room, and those
below the median score on the other side. Then assign the
several papers with the median score to the high and low side at
random so that the total number of paper.. on each side is the
same. If there should be an odd number of papers in the class
so that they cannot be evenly divided, the discarding of the ()Le
paper remaining will leave one student to act as a recording
monitor at the board.

It is possible t,- get a certain amount of teamwork in this
operation if a capta a is appointed fm. each of the two groups.
The teacher, or the class member with no paper, can write the

11
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question numbers in a column on the board and make 4 column
headings:

H-f-L H-L

These headings stand for:
Ii - the number of the "hi;Th" group who mark the item correctly

L --the number of the "low" group who mark the item correctly

11.4-1.----"Iliffivulty index," the total number sho marked the item cor-
rectly

II 1 "discrimination index," how many more of the "high" group
than of the "low" group marked the item correctly

When the teacher asks, "How many have item No. 1 correct?"
each student with the correct answer on the paper he is watching
raises his hand. The captain of the high group calls his number- -
the "II" score. The captain of the low group calls his number
the "L" score. These two numbers are written on the board and
then the recorder computes and calls out the two scores for
"II -I." and "II-T.".

These four numbers are always obtained in the same order.
Each student writes these four numbers on the answer sheet be-
low each question as it is computed by the board monitor. Each
member of the class checks on the sum and difference. With a
little practice, Diederich says, this item analysis can be carried
out for a one-period test in about 10 to 20 minutes depending on
the number of items. This is much faster than the operation
could be completed by the teacher. At the same time, an excellent
learning situation develops since each student becomes involved
in the test results for the class as a whole and wishes to know
why he has missed some of the items.

If an item is acceptable for inclusion in later tests "high-low"
differences should be equal to at least 10 percent of the site of
the class." For example, with a class of 36 the differences should
be equal to at least -I. However, because of the large value of the
"standard error," an item the "true" difference of wh,ch would
turn out to be 6, might in some cases give a value of less than 4.
In other words, if the difference is small, one should examine the
item closely. If it seems to be a well-constructed item, it should be
retained. Diederich suggests that "not more than a fifth of the
items iii the final test should fall below the suggested standard
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and the average high-low difference should be above 10 percent of
the class ,ferably 15 percent or more." "

The number, which indicates the total number of students
choosing the correct answer, indicates the difficulty of the item for
the class. The larger the number, the easier the item. In most
cases, an item which 90 percent of the class marks correctly is
too easy. On the other hand, if less than 30 percent of the class
marks it correctly, it is probably too difficult,'"

Occasionally, especially with a teacher-made objective test, a
greater number in the low group will obtain the correct answer
than in the high group. Then the H-1., becomes n-gative, as in
question I in figure 5, which is called "negative discrimination."
When this occurs, the item needs further investigation. Careful
examination of such an item may reveal that a few changes mill
improve it so that it need not be discarded. To determine what
changes are necessary, the teacher might ask each member of the
class why he chose one of the incorrect responses, and determine
whether or not the key response was poorly written. For ex-
ample, the correct response of the answe, key might not attract
the better students if sonic of the supposed incorrect choices, or
distraetcrs, were actually correct. A rewritten item may be
placed in the teacher's item file and tried again in a later ex-
amination.

Question H t H+1. H-1.

1 18 18 36 %)

2 16 4 20 12

3 13 9 22 4
4 7 )3 20 6
5 9 7 16 2

6 5 7 12 2
7 9 9 18 0
8 6 2 8 4

Figure S. Examples of HiglILow Item Analysis N--,36)

In figure 5 the results of the analysis of several test questions
are given for a class with 36 students. Item 1 is an easy item
(II+1.-=-36), since all members of the high and low group marked
it correctly. It has the highest possible difficulty index -3'
which indicates an easy item. (The lower the I, score, the
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more difficult the item.) Since all students in each half marked
the correct answer, it certainly will have no influence in dis-
criminating between the high and low groups. Unless one desires
to begin the test with an easy item, this item would not be used
in another test.

Item 7 is harder than item 1, with a difficulty index of 18.
Since H=9 and 9, is 0. Therefore, this item will not
discriminate between the two groups and would not be used in its
present form.

Item 2 is of average difficulty and is the most discriminating
item illustrated, with II-1,=12.

Items 3 and S just barely meet the criteria for the level of
discrimination (H-1) with the suggested value of 4 (i.e., 10 per-
cent of 36 is 3.6, which is rounded to 4). Item 8 is more difficult
than item 3, as shown by the indices of 8 and 22, respectively. In
fact, a test should not include many items as difficult as item 8.
The teacher might examine this item to dc'ermine whether it is
measuring a fundamental concept which must be taught again, or
if it is referring to an insigniant detail which should not have
been included.

Items 4 and 6 are examplos of "neg; tive discrimination." More
students in the lower group selected the rigid answer than in the
upper group. Although the difficulty indices suggest that the
items are not easy, these items should be rejected until they are
examined and rewritten.

Item 5 is more difficult than questions I through 4, however,
since the discrimination index is only 2, it would n t be used in
future tests without some revision.

"A Itcrnatc Response" Analysis.The alternate responses, or
choices, prepared for multiple-choke items often include those
responses which students have been known to make most often in
short-answer or free-response questions. For example, in mathe-
matics or science the most frequent incorrect answer choices are
those which would result if common errors were made in arriving
at a solution. (In order to prevent a student from spending too
much time on a problem, the last choice is often "none of the
above.") The teacher may be more interested in the kinds of
student errors than he is in knowing merely that a certain num-
ber of students missed a question. In this situation, the analysis
would be carried out in this manner by t:ie teacher: "Question
No. 1 How many students selected choice 1 ?" (pause and
record), "How may students selected choice 2?" (pause and
record), and so on, for each of the choices for each question.
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Since in most cases the majority of the class will choose the cor-
rect response, the response count takes only a few minutes.

Item, ANalysis f)?1 Test Scoring Machine.If a school sys:Nri or a
school has the IBM 805 Test Scoring Machine, it may have availa-
hie the attachment called the Graphic Item Counter. This attach-
ment provides one of the quickest and most accurate ways for
making an item analysis. After separating the scored test papers
into upper and lower groups on the basis of the total test scores,
the machine operator can obtain the number of students in each
group marking each response to each question. This information
can be obtained for 18 5-choice questions at one time, since there
are 90 counters available. ;f 4-choice, 3-choice, or 2-choice ques-
t? )ns are asked, one run of the answer sheets through the machine
will handle 22, 30, or 45 questions, respectively. If one wishes to
learn only how many students answered each question correctly.

3 many as 90 questions may be analyzed at one time.
The procedures suggested before are for use with a single

class or a department in one school. In developing and standard-
izing a new test, more cases would be needed than those of a
single classroom and the procedures should be followed which are
described briefly in Understanding Testing " or given in detail in
Educational Mcasurcilient.'' In making an item analysis for a
single classroom, it seems appropriate to divide the class into
halesupper half and lower half. If an item analysis is based
upon a test administration to 400 or more students, then the
upper and lower 27 percent of the total group will give the best
results.

An Item Analysis Sheet can be mimeographed with the head-
ings and form given in figure 6. By using legal size paper, it is
possible to analyze 10 questions in each column.

The figures for the "No." columns tinder "Upper Group" and
"Lower Group" are obtained directly from the Graphic Item
Count Record. The "No." under "TOTAL GROUP" is the sum of
the quantities tinder "No." in the Upper Group and Lower Group.
The percents are obtained by dividing the recorded numbers by
the timber in the upper cr lower groups and in the total group.
An example will make these ci ilations clear.

Suppose that there are 40 students in a class and the division
into halRs place:: 20 studolt. in the Upper Group and 20 students
in the Lower Group. In item 1, choice 1 was marked by 15 stu-

Yer at,httn. NItnoh F. How F. a Te41. Dud' In nrf,reAndtng n(evyt
t ti. Oflice. U.62, t < t' c Office 14 E411c.H.,,,, OE

I IlIf17,1i II. torn Srlectigl Tc:hniry,e, Ir f;c(N:neia,:nt 11,,,,ac,/. aPlirg-
t,., (1, C : Alroi<11, -n t, 266 32:.,

11z
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ITEM ANALYSIS 'rIEET
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figure 8. Semple Item Ano1y414 Sheet

5 Or more
1D or more
15 or more
10 or more
± 01 mare

dents in the Upper Group and 5 students in the Lower Group.

In the TOTAL GROUP, 20 (15 phis 5) mar`.,eci choice 1. Choice

2 was marked by 1 student in the Upper Group aril 1 sturitnt in

the Lower Group which gives a sum of 2 for the TOTAL GROUP,

This procedure continues for each choice for each item in the test.
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For rapid computation one can easily construct a table of per-
cents corresponding to the number of students in half of the total
group, going from 1 (which is 5% ) to 20 (which is 100%). Then
one fills in the % columns in the item analysis sheet for the
Upper Group and Lower Group. (If this is done with a colored
pencil, later analysis will be easier. In figure 6 the % columns
have been shaded.) In ?tem 1 this becomes for choice 1, 75 and 25;
for choice 2, 5 and 5; for choice 3, 15 and 35; etc. The sum of
the percents in Either of these columns should not exceed 100 by
more than 3%, which is the maximum which might occur in some
classes because of rounding errors. The total may be less than 100
if one or more students omit a question.

Another table of percents should be constructed corresponding
to the number of students for the total group, in this case going
from 1 (which is rounded to 3`,fl to 40 (which is
100% ). Then one fills in the % column under TOTAL GROUP.
(One can save these tables and develop new ones as they are
needed when class size changesbecw.se of absences at test time
or changes of class size in a new school year.)

It has been shown in the literature that the test best able to
put a class of students in rank order is one which has item diffi-
culties spread over most of the range, but which has an average
item difficulty of 50% , with the greatest number clustering
about .

As the next step, examine each test item in figure 6 and code
it as suggested: A circle (0) around the correct answer choice;
no further mark if the item appears satisfactory; a single check
(, ) if the item discrimination is less than desired; a double check
(, ) if there is negative discrimination; and an "N" if a "large
numl)er" select the same incorrect choice.

In item 1 the correct answet is choice 1; 75': of the Upper
group and 2:5% of the Lower group marked it correctly, Since
there is a difference of 5O' (75 minus 25), which is much greater
than the suggested niinimum difference of 15%, this item dis-
criminates satisfactorily and would be a good one to include in
future testsif its other respon.ses ore satisfactory. Each of the
other eloices was operating since each was chosen at least once
by some member of the class.

Item 2, with choice 2 as the correct one is an cosy item-95';
of the total group of students marked it correctly. The iut!rf
the percent the cosh the item. The item does discriminate satin.
factorily at this level, since there is a difference of 10', (100
minus 913). Choices I and 4 should be reexamined, since no one
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chose them. Some test constructors believe that a few cosy items
of this difficulty level at the beginning of a test helps to put the
examinees at ease. Almost every student's score is raised one
point by such an item and his relative rank may not be changed
at all when one considers the complete test.

Item 11, the number of the item at the top of the second
column in the Item Analysis Sheet, shows that each choice was
selected by some of the students. The double check in-
dicates that there is a "negative discrimination" with this item,
which means that more students in the Lower Group chose the
keyed answer than in the Upper Group. As a result, one obtains
a discrimination index of minus 20r4 (40 minus 60). This item
does not assist in ranking the students in the proper order, but
rather makes the rankings less dependable. The difficulty index,
as shown in the TOTAL GROUP rj column is 50(/: , the same as
item 1but this item 11 should not be used, One should examine
items of this type to be sure that one has not made an error in
developing the answer key. Because of rounding the TOTAL
GROUP for all choices is 101.

Item 12 is an example of a questie,,.. which does not discriminate
at the desired level of 155: but only WI. (40 minus 30). How-
ever, if reconsideration of the item shows that it is a good item
and important to the course, retain it. Choice 1 should be
changed--it was so poor that no one selected it. Choices 2 and 5
are chosen by only one student each and are much weit%er than
choice 4. Choice 4 must be considered, since it has been marked
with an "X." Why did so many students in both the ITpper and
Lower Groups select it? Is it the statement of a commonly ac-
cepted fallacy? Is it so ambiguous that in one sense it may really
be correct? Does this question cover a basic part of the course
which needs reteaching? Has this question been keyed properly?
If choice 4 should be determined to be correct rather than choice
3, then one would have "i,egative discrimination" as in toes-
tion 11. Since one student in each group omitted the question
the Total Group rA is 96.

Comments should be made concerning test items omitted by the
student. As one becomes experienced in examining an Item
Analysis Sheet, he quickly become:: aware of the few items which
many students failed to answer because of the low numbers in the
TOTAL GROUP : column. If the test is timed, these items
would come, in most eases, near the end of the test. If they occur
randomly throughout the test, the teacher should examil tie

J-4
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lesson plans to be certain that they have been previously covered
and then reteach them if necessary.

When the item analysis has been eompleted, a summary table of
marks may be made of the number of single or double checks or
X's. As one becomes more skillful in constructing one's own tests
and using again items which have been tried out and found suc-
cessful, he will discover the number of marks diminishing. How-
ever, it will be a rare occasion when, for any given class, there
will be no marks. This would also be true of standardized tests
which can be analyzed in a similar manner in order to discover
the weak points and errors in thinking of the students.

If each item used on a test is typed or pasted on a separate
card, cataloged as to topic, and the aforementioned kinds of in-
formation concerning discrimination and difficulty recorded, it is
possible to build a pool of good items which can be used in later
classes. By recording when the item is used, the repetition of the
same items in succeeding terms or years can be avoided. If the
foregoing analysis shows that an item is poor, it should not be
used unless it is rewritten.

Benz Analysis by Typcwriter.If a teacher wishes to make an
item analysis himself, he can speed up the procedure by using
what is called the "typewriter method." This method will be
described in detail,

After sorting the papers in order, according to their scores,
highest to the lowest, divide the papers into two halves at the
median, as described previously for the "High-Lew" Analysis,
Select the pile of answer sheets for the "high" group first, still
arranged with the highest score on top. Sit at a typewriter and
select any set of five keysif five-choice multiple-choice items
have been used. For example, one might choose to use the keys
on the typewriter with the letters or symbols at the "home posi-
tion" for the right hand corresponding as follows:

Answer choice I 2 3 4 5
Typew.lter key j k I

If a student omits an item, then strike the space bar.
Beginning with the paper of the first student with the highest

score under the left hand use a finger to guide down the answer
column question by question. In typing with the right hand one
will feel incertain for the first two or three papers but will soon
establish a typing pattern. For example, the teacher looks at the
response to question 1, observes that choice 2 v. .as selected, and
types "k"; for question 2 .'e observes that the student selected
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the last, or fifth, choice, so he types "c"; for question 3, with
choice 1 indicated type "j"; question 4 was omitted, so one uses
the "space bar"; for question 5, with choice 3, type "I"; for ques-
tion 6, with choice 4. type ";"; for question 7, with choice 1, type
"j" as in question 3, etc. This procedure should he continued un-
til a symbol or space has been made for one response for each
item for a single student on the same line. One may also type the
student's name, if desired. The responses for 30 items, including
the seven above, might loll( like this with an extra space follow-
ing question IS ,,eirg included as a tallying aid :

ku 1;j1k1j ;kej ;k1jke ;jklj

The next highest test paper of the "high" group should be
recorded in the same manner on the second line (do not double
space). This routine should be continued until the responses to
each question for each pave- in the "high" group have been
recorded. Thus the respon::e.. of every student to each question
are always in the saw vertical column, one below the other. At
the end of the high group, triple space and proceed in the same
manner for the "low" group.

Experience has shown that it is sometimes helpful to space
systematically for each piper as one records letters for the
answers. For example, if regular IBM answer sheets are used,
space after items which are multiples of 15, after items 15,
30. 45. 60. etc. If answer sheets designed for a specific standard-
ised test are used, the spacing wilt vary. If one uses an answer
sheet of his own construction, an appropriate place to space
might be at the end of each column of answers. This provides a
visual check for the end of each group of questions. If the
teacher's own answer sheet has been keyed with the correct re-
sponses, double space and type it in the same relative position
below the answer rOWS for the "high- and "low" groups.

Figure 7 shows part of an Item Analysis by Typewriter for 30
questions, with details fer questiou 15. Note the separation of
the high and low groups and that "II" and "h" are in the same
order, from top to bottom, as the groups at the top of figure 7. A
traightedge placed on the paper vertically and to the left or right

of each qut ..lion'.: responses permits it rapid count of the number
of responses for each group which are the same as that of the
answer key. The interpretations made previously for the "High -
Low" Aralyi, now apply.

AI the bottom of figure 7 it is shown that with this typewritten
rnethod it is also possible to make the "alternate response" analy-
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Figure 7. Sample of an Item Anolys:s by Typewriter With a
Detailed Analysis of Item IS IN=361

sis by adding a row for each possible response choice below the
"High-Low" Analysis. One counts and records the number of
responses for each choice or omitted item. One can then dis-
cover the most common errors of the class.

This method can also be used to give error analysis information.
With the vertical straightedge in position it is possible to circle
or underline in red the incorrect respons?s. Since each row
corresponds to a single student, individu^: help can be given as
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needed to each student on the specific topics or areas covered by
each item.

In other words, with a little preplanning and with one handling
of the test papers it is possible to use this typewriter method to
derive a great amount of useful information. Other kinds of
interpretations will suggest themselves as one uses this technique.

.1 9



VIII. Classroom Interpretation of Test Scores

IF A TFST OR TEST BATTERY is 'North administering to all
of the students in a class, school, school system, or State, the re-
sults should be reported t. the students, teachers, administrators,
and parents. The parents should be most interested in the mean-
ing of the test scores for their students.

Before the day of the test the students should have been
notified that the test was coming, told the purposes of the
test, and show how the results might be interpreted. Afterwards,
since they have been involved in preparation for the test and have
spent a number of hours diligently marking their answer sheets,
the results certainly should be explained to them as soon as
possible.

The larger the testing program, the longer the interval between
the administration of the tests and the report of results. How-
ever, automatic data processing is now available which provides
an accurate and economical method for making results available
to the schools within a maximum of 3 to 4 weeks. These reports
often include list reports of scores by class, grade, building, city,
or State, together with individual press-on label reports for the
student's cumulative record folder, the teacher's grade book, and
the student's interpretive leaflet.

As soon as the test results are available, the teachers should
be given an interpretation of the scores by a qualified principal,
by one of the school counselors, or by the guidance director of
the school system. Staff meetings for this purpose can include
i.resentations of meaningful interpretations of the results as re-
lated iu the school, as well as suggestions for interpreting the
results to the students.

The next step is to explain the results to the students. One
way to accomplish this is to have the counselor or teacher explain
to rach student individually what the scores mean and how they
are good measures of his strengths and weaknesses. However,
such a procedure is usually not an efficient use of either the
teacher's or the counselor's time.

One procedure which has been successful is to have the teacher
or counselor make a general explanation to a whole class. First, it
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shwild be pointed out to the students that the results obtained
from a battery of tests is a private matter. A student is under
no obligation to show his results to anyone nor should he ask
to see the test results of others. Such a sh.tement may prevent
student embarrassment.

Since the students may have forgotten the types of items in the
subparts of a single test or each major portion of a testing pro-
gram, which may have included a scholastic aptitude test and
several achievement tests, it %vould be appropriate to review again
the purpose of each test and recall sample items of each. This
may help the students to relate the type of test to their own scores.
Of course, with a long standardized test battery, it would not be
practical or worth while to examine each test item with the
students.

The next step is to explain to the students the way in which
the test scores are presented for interpretation. Hest' Its may be
reported as raw scores, scaled scores, percentiles, age-equivalents,
grade-equivalents, or stanines. The manual which accompanies
each test explains the kinds of scores which are available and
how they are derived. Each teacher should have her own copy of
the interpretation manual for each test used in a testing program.
Information as to how the scores are derived and their meanings
will be of interest for many of the students.

The class should be told that a "national" percentile of a
standardized test indicates the perce.nage of individuals in the
group of stiidents used to establish the test norms who made
scores below that of the student. For example, a student at the
75th percentile scored better than 75 percent of the students of
the norming population. It does not mean that the student missed
only 25 percent of the test items.

should also be pointed out that, because of errors of measure-
men:., one should think of the reported percentiles as a bow',
rather than a particular point of, say, 75. That is, with a reported
percentile of 75 the true score of the student might lie some-
where between 70 and 80. Further, differences of percentiles be-
tween two achievement tests should not be considered significant
unless the scores are separated enough so that these bands would
not tend to overlap. For example, suppose that a student ranked
at the 73d percentile in inathematics and 77th percentile in Eng-
lish. If the interpretation manna! indicates that there is an "error
of measurement" of 5 percentile points at this part of the dis-
tribution of scores, then the probability is 2 out of 3 that a band
of scores from 68 to 78 includes the mathematics score and a band
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of scores from 72 to 82 contains the English score. Since the
scores of 73 and 78 occur in both bands, it is quite possible that
with a second administration of similar tests the percentiles could
be reversed. In other words, for these tests at this part of the
distribution the difference in percentiles is not significant.

An explanation should be given to the students of the meaning
of "norms." One can explain, for example, that a sample con-
sisting of a cross section of students of a grade and age similar
to themselves was selected from all parts of the country, from
industrial and agricultural areas, from large and small schools,
and from prosperous suburban and crowded urban classrooms,
that all of these ,tudents were given the same tests, and that a
percentile or some other tyde of derived score was computed and
these results published as the 'national norms." It should be
pointed out that if tests from several different publishers are used
as a part of a testing battery that the "national norms" were
established on different samples of students which might account
for certain small unexpected differences.

"Local norms" are established on the basis of the same students
within a smaller areaa State, county, city, or school. If norms
are constructed for the same students for several tests at the same
time, they will be comparable. Also, thec local norms compare
the student with his peers in his own community.

One of the most meaningful ways to analyze the results of a
test battery is by means of a profile chilrt. This can be explained
by constructing a sample profile on the blackboard, by preparing a
large chart ahead of time, by using a flannel board on which
the scores and lines may be placed, or by using a ruled metal
board with magnetic spots to represent the scores and lines to
join them.

After these explanations, each student should be riven an un-
marked profile sheet and a copy of his scores. Some test pub-
lishers furnish such profile sheets with their tests. If net, such
sheets can be easily drawn and duplicated.

The plotting of profiles for a class would require much teacher
time. Rather than distributing individually plotted profiles, it is
quite acceptable, under proper supervision, to let each student
plot the marks corresponding to his national percentile scores on
the proper line for each test and then join the marks with a solid
black line to form his own profile. This solid line represents his
positions relative to the national norms. It is then possible for
the student to see the peaks and the valleys which indicate his
own relative strengths and weaknesses. Those points on the pro-
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file which are low will indicate the weak areas which may need
further study while the high points will emphasize the apparent
strengths and may suggest several areas for future specialized
study. If the student is planning post-high-school education, it
may be helpful to learn how he compares nationally with those
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with whom he will be competing. Certainly, if he has such ambi-
tions, he should be especially concerned in those areas in which he
falls much below the median, or 50th percentile.

If available, each student may be given his standing in terms of
toad percentile norms. These points can be plotted and connected
by a broken line or drawn in color. This line will show his rela-
tive standing as compared with his own peers or those of the sur-
rounding community. These results may be helpful if he plans to
remain in the same geographical region and compete for jobs in
the local labor market. Those students included in the local norms
are the types of people with whom he probably will be competing.

According to the student profile in figure 8, Sam Smith is a
little better than average in overall aptitude. His total raw score
of 107 places him at the the 60th percentile in terms of national
norms, or in the top 40 percent. In terms of local percentiles he
stands somewhere in the middle of the distribution of his class-
mates.

In verbal aptitude, nationally, Sam ranks in the bottom third of
students of his own age aid grade. On local norms he is in the
lowest fifth of his class. However, in quantitative aptitude he
exceeds more than four-fifths of his peers, for he scores at an-
proximately the 85th percentile on national norms and the 81st
percentile on local norms. If one allows for an error of measure-
ment of 5 percentile points, he is still in the top quarter both
nationally and locally. When one combines the verbal and quantita-
tive aptitude scores to obtain a total score, Sam appears to be a
little above the average on the national norms and a little below
average on the local norms.

The strongest achievement area for Sam is nO English or
social studies, He is in about the lowest third of the class in these
subjects and may need extra help. However, it is not too sur-
prising that Sam is weak in these areas, since his verbal aptitude
is low, and research shows a relationship between verbal ability
and success in English and social studies.

Sam's greatest strength seems to be in the mathematics and
science subjects. lie is in the top 10 percent in science on both
national and local norms. One may question why in mathematics
he stands at the 95th percentile on the national norms and at the
80th percentile on the local norms. Test scores cannot tell us the
reasons, but they can point out areas whi,:h need further thought
or investigation. One explanation might be that at Patunka High
Se mei many of the students are naturally good in mathematics.
Another reason might be that an unusually dedicated mathematics

'3 4
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teacher has motivated the students to do much better than
students of preceding years. Al! of those who equalled or exceeded
Sam's score would rank at the 95th percentile or better on the
national norms. On local norms about one-fifth of the students
are better than Sam, so his local percentile drops a few points.

The total achievement score places Sam in the top third on na-
tional norms and in the upper half on local Norms. No total raw
score is given in the boxhead for the achievement tests, since it
NVOUld be meaningless because of the different test lengths. The
total achievement percentiles were computed by methods outlined
in the test manual for the tests used.

After the general class discussion by a trained teacher or by
the counselor of the school, and after the students have plotted
their own profiles, an opportunity should be given for any general
class questions concerning the meaning of the scores. At the con-
clusion of the discussion, the students should be encouraged to
make appointments for individual consultations concerning the
test results. By explaining to the class as a whole the general
meaning of the test results, many hours of individual explana-
tions and interpretations will be saved and the students them-
selves will be better informed and better prepared for individual
counseling.

JJ



IX. Interpretation of Test Results to Parents

Individual Conferences
How much general information or how many details concerning

the test results should be given to a parent during a conference
about his child? As much information and as many details should
be given to the parent as the principal, the counselor, or the
teacher believes can be understood and used properly. This does.
not mean that test results should be considered "top secret" but
that there is nothing gained by making available information
which may be misinterpreted.

For example, as a general policy most schools, mitt not indicate
to a child or to his parents the exact leve' of the child's intelli-
gence quotient (or IQ) because the concept of the IQ is misun-
derstood Ily many people. It is even difficult to get psychologists
and educators to agree upon a definition of intelligence acceptable
to all. Some parents believe that an IQ is a precise measure of
their child's ability, rather than an indicator of the approximate
range of values in which the child's IQ lies, and will praise or
condemn on the basis of this single number.

Some people talk about a verbal intelligence, a mathematical or
quantitative intelligence, a mechanical or manipulative intern-
v.mce, a spatial intelligence, and so on. Studies which have been
made in the past have attempted to identify certain "factors"
which together seem to make up intelligence. These factors occur
in varying amounts in different individuals. Studies have indi-
cated that success in certain occupations may be reasonably ex-
pected %then an individual possesses specified minimums of some
of these factors. No tests have been developed to date %vhich
measure accurately and reliably the motivation or drive of a
student, and it is quite possible that students who rank below
statistically derived cutoff scores on some tests, say, in mathe-
matics or English, might t,o well in these same areas. However,
the odds are against such an acconiplishment, and the student aiu
parent should be aware of these facts as the3 make decisions con-
cerning future education and occupational prflia rat ion.

It is considered legitimate to indicate to the parent that his
child seems to have unusual ability, as shown by an intelligence
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test or a scholastic apt. tude test, and to suggest that his area of
strength is in the verbal areas rather than quantitative areas or
vice versa. On the other hand, it would be acceptable to indicate
that a child who is in the lower quarter of the student populatir-'
in ability seems to be doing as well in his work as can b.? expect d.

Similarly it can be pointed out to a parent that, if the child
seems to be particularly gifted and the results of achievement
tests seem to indicate mediocre attainment, the child is not work-
ing up to his expected capacity and he should be encouraged to
use h's abilities better. If the gifted child comes from a family
that in the past has not made learning opportunities available,
perhaps the parents can be shown the possibilities of their child
and encouraged to help him gain educational experiences and ma-
terials from sources outside the school.

It is important also to point out contradictions in the data or
conflicts between test results and the observations of teachers or
counselors. The child's cumulative record may suggest that
further individual testing may be needed. The parent should un-
derstainl the reasons for additional testing.

Most parents are eager to learn the level of ability of their
child. They may have pertinent suggestions to offer as to why the
child either is not doing as well as expected or better than ex-
pected. Such views should be incorporated in the student's cumu-
lative record for fAure reference.

Sometimes questions arise concerning a child who does not seem
to be meeting even the minimum standard for his grade, although
his test scores suggest that he has the ability to be at the top of
his class. If the parent cannot give reasonable explanations for
this, then the situation requires further investigation by the
counselor or other members of the pupil personnel staff.

Group Conferences

The ideal way to explain a school's testing program and to
present a student's test results to his parents is by an individual
parent conference. However, with the current student - counselor
ratio of 500 to 1, or grc: ter, in many of our schools, there are not
enough hours in a day to carry out such a procedure. Most coun-
selors do not have the time to make sure that each family under-
stands the philosophy of testing, the reasons certain tests were
selected, and the meaning of the scores.

When long individual conferences are not possible, the next best
thing is to have a number of the parents meet, at which time they
may be gi en general background information. Such gatherings
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might be one of the regular parent-teacher association meetings
or a meeting called for this snecife purpose. In some schools it
has been found convenient and helpAil to invite the parents of a
single class for the discussion of t2sts and the presentation of
basic information. However, in a large elementary or high school,
it would take many weeks for trained personnel to reach all
parents in this manner. Because of the interest in testing, it has
been found that parents respond enthusiastically to the announce-
ment of an opportunity to discuss different kinds of tests and how
they may be used.

The question arises as to the best procedure for a large group
discussion of tests. Several approaches are possible. In one type
of program, the first half of the scheduled time may be devoted to
a discussion of the current testing program by a counselor or
b ling specialist. A si mmary may be given of the complete test
lug program of the school (w city. The purpose of each kind of
te1 at each grade level is presented. Parents are told that tests
may be administered in the fall to help the teacher learn quickly
the level of ability of each of his students. Further, some tests
are administered in both the fall and the spring in a few grades
or classes in order to compare the effectiveness of new teaching
methods. Other tests are administered at various times in some
senior high schools to detemine possible scholarship winners for
colleges and universities.

After this general discussion, the particular tests which have
just been completed by the students are described. Sample items
may be shown, either by distributing a mimeographed sheet con-
taining the illustrative sample items which were used by the
students with the tests, by using slides or an overhead projector,
or by using an opaque projector. It is helpful to show the parents
some of the variety of forms in which the objective test items
occur and to emphasize that one does not test for facts alone, as
popular writers imply, but that one can test h., basic skills and
the ability to reason as well. Many of the older parents were not
"subjected" to such Aillfully designed standardized tests as are
available Today. When they were in school, citywide and statewide
pro,7rams did not exist or were just being developed.

'f he length of a test can be discussed. Other things being equal.
the longer a test, the more dependable the results. Many times a
test requiring 5 minutes is preferable to another test with a
similar title which requires only 10 minutes. The testing specialist
says that the longer test is more "reliable," i.e., if, within a few
clays, a student took the same test or a parallel form, he would
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receive approximately the same score, (A parallel form of a test
is one which was constructed by the same author according to the
same table of specifications by using items from the original Iwol
of questions.)

One can explain the meaning of the various kinds of norms
which have been used and briefly explain in nontechnical terms
how they were derived and what they mean. Sample profiles cart
be distributed or displayed on a screen so that all present can
follow their interpretation. A profile similar to the one described
in the preceding section, would be helpful.

After this presentation, it is possible to open the meeting to
questions. The chairman may accept questions from the floor.
Another method is to distribute cards early in the program so
that those present may Nvrite their questions. As soon as these
cards are collected, it is possible for the moderator to group re-
lated or duplicating questions quickly and to determine the diffi-
culties or lack of understandings among those present. Specific
questions can be read and answered without embarrassment to
any parent.

Another. way to prepare for a parent meeting is to circulate
to the parents via the students a series of possible questions and
topics cmeerning testing and the meaning of the results. The
parents should be asl;ed to check those questions which are of
most concern or of most interest to them and to return the forms
at least 2 weeks before the scheduled meeting. A quick tally will
indicate those topics which should be included in the program.
Such a questionhaire also helps the parent to think about the dis-
cussion topics and to formulate questions for the discussion
period.

lo it third type of meeting, during which anonymous case
studies may be presented, the first part of the'allotted time is de-
voted to a short discns:;imr of the tests used Then a distribution
is !mole to all parents of a letter-sized paper folded over o:Ice and
stapled. All persons are cautioned not to remove the staple until
told to do so.

Without opening the sheet, each person can read on the visible
portion of the paper all of the information avt,ilable concerning
one anonymous student. Information about the student would
include his attendance record, course. grades, eAracurricular ac-
tivities, interest measures, test scores, and general family and
community background.

Each person present would be asked to think about the reht-
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tionship of the test scores to all other information. These ques-
tions could be raised :

1, What would each parent tell this student on the basis of the in-
formation available?

2. Is ali of the information necessary?

3. Would the test scores alone be sufficient to indicate student needs?
4. fs the information adequate to assist the student without the test

scores*:

5. What is meant by national and local norms? (These could be ex-
plained.)

A few volunteers from the audience might be willing to attempt
an interpretation of the results and suggest proper action. After
everyone has exhausted his ideas, the sheets rinty be opened so
that everyone may see one of several possible professional in-
terpretations based upon the listed facts,

Programs of this case study type have proved worth while as
a basis for group discussion. The inclusion of several contrasting
cases can be helpful. The use of a different colored paper for each
case will assure that ail are talking about the same one.

Timing is an important consideration in iscussions of tests
with parents. Such meetings are most helpful to the parents if
they occur before or at the same time as the distribution of test
results to the students. Advance publicity through the local press
announcing the early availability of test results and explanatory
meetings can also prove helpful.

There is some difference of opinion as to whether test results
should be sent home to the parents. Cerlaibly, no test results
should be distributed by mail or taken home by the child unless
accompanied by a short desci iption of the test and a simple ex-
planation of the Watling of the results. This principle is fre-
quently ignored. Many times a child has brought home a piece of
paper with numbers, but with no indication as to whether they
represent low scores or high scores, bad scores or ,rood scores.

The story is told that when one parent was given a test report
by his chill he asked, "What's this?" The child replied, "Tests!"
This was the total amount of explanation available to the parent!

A cartoon' which appeared in 1955 illustrates one possible mis-
interpretation of test results. A distraught mother Was shown
calling the doctor about her son who had just brought home a
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card indicating that he had an IQ of 105. She wanted to know
whether he should be put right to bed. Obviously, no information
had been sent to explain the meaning of this number to the
parent. On the other hand, some schools send home with the child
a 4-page brochure explaining the purposs.s of the tests, the mean-
ing of the scores, and inviting the parent to make an appointment
for a conference if further information is desired.

Often the schools fail to take advantage of the local press as a
means of informing the parents concerning a schoolwide test
either impending of completed. A Florida county a few years ago
gave much publicity to the importance of a certain testing pro-
gram for all students. As a result, the attendance at school that
day was the best of the year. No parent wanted his child to miss
out on tests which could help him.

The press is willing to inform the public concerning the activi-
ties of the school, including information about tests. If given the
material and the proper assistance, newspapers will print a
worthwhile discussion, including a description of the tests and the
implications of test results. Such publicity can arouse the in-
terest of the parents and encourage them to come to a parent -
teacher meeting to learn more about tests.
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